ON THE PROBLEM OF EVANESCENT PROCESSES
Z. DITZIAN AND M. NADKARNI

1. Let R denote the set of real numbers. Let G be a countable dense
subgroup of R. We construct a nontrivial cr-finite measure m on R such

that
(i) m is nonatomic, i.e. p({x})=0
for every real number x,
(ii) m is singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure L on R,
(iii) m is invariant under translation by members of G, i.e., m(A +g)

= m(A) for all gEG and for all Borel subsets A £03. (Here and in
sequel 03 denotes the class of Borel subsets of R.)
Such measures are intimately
connected
with the problem of
evanescent processes and analytic functions on compact tori raised by
Henry Helson and David Lowdenslager in their paper [3]. We establish this connection in §3. In §2 we shall study the group of unitary

operators

T", gEG, defined on L2(R, m) by (F»/)(X) =/(X-+g), /£G.

In the references we list papers connected with
We proceed with the construction
of the measure
Step 1 iCantor's decimal set D). Expand every
unit interval /={x = 0=x<l}
in the decimal

the present work.
in steps.
number x in the
system, i.e. write

x= 2Zr=i(««/10n),a„ = 0, 1, 2, • • • 9; » = 1, 2, • • • and let D be the
set of all those numbers x in whose expansion an takes values 0 or 9.
More accurately
D is the set of all numbers x in the unit interval /
such that x can be expanded by using 0 and 9 alone. Geometrically

D is the Cantor set obtained by deleting the middle 8/10ths.
Step 2. Here we state a known result and indicate its proof. Let A6
denote the set of all those numbers in the unit interval / whose
decimal expansion does not involve the number 5.

Lemma 1. Ai has Lebesgue measure zero.
Proof. Let Qn be the set of numbers xEI such that 5 is in the wth
decimal place of the expansion of x but not in the first (« —1) places.
Then each Qn is measurable and its Lebesgue measure can be shown
to be 9"_1/10n. ()„'s form a disjoint sequence of sets and the Lebesgue

measure of Id
the Lebesgue

Qn is Z»-i(°B~710B) = L But A&= I-\}^

measure

of Af, is zero,

q.e.d

Step 3. Let Q= {x-y: x, y££>}.
Lemma 2. Q has Lebesgue measure zero.

Proof. Q = Q+VJQ_where
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y:x,yED,x^y),

£>_= {* - y: x, y E D, x g y) = - Q+.
So it is enough

to show that Q+ has Lebesgue

measure

zero. We shall

show that Q+EA& of Lemma 1. Let x, yED, with x>y, have decimal
expansions
-o!ia2 ■ • ■ and -/3i/32 • • • respectively.
Let xn and y„ be
the numbers obtained from x, y by terminating
their decimal expansions at the nth stage. Then
Xn — yn =

• CiiCti ■ • • On — ■ j8l/32 ■ • • j8„.

Since a's and /3's take values 0 or 9 only (since x, yED) it follows that
xn—yn does not involve the number 5 in its decimal expansion. Hence
x— y = \imn-.x(xn— yB) does not involve the number 5 in its decimal

expansion.

So the Lebesgue

+L(QJ)=0.

measure

of Q+ = 0. Hence L(Q)=L(Q+)

q.e.d.

Remark.
It is interesting
to note that if D were the well-known
Cantor ternary set, then the set Q= {x—y-x, yED}
would be the
entire interval from —1 up to 1.
Step 4. Let Q be the set of Lebesgue measure zero of Step 3. Write
F— {(x-\-m)/n:
xEQ, rn, n arbitrary
integers, n^O}.
Since Q has Lebesgue measure zero, 7" has Lebesgue measure zero.
Hence there exists an irrational number X£f7\
Step 5. Choose an irrational number X(f 7", where 7" is as in Step 4.
Let G be the group m-\-\n, where m, n are integers. The group G is
dense in R. (A nondense subgroup of R is necessarily isomorphic to
the group of integers.) Let D be the Cantor decimal set of Step 1.
Lemma

3. Translates

o/ D by members

Proof. Let D-\-m-\-\n,
that (D-\-m+\n)r\(D-\-p+\q)
that x-r-m-\-\n=y-r-p-\-'Kq,
p = m (since O^x,

y<l)

D-\-p-\-\q
9^0.
i.e. x—y
so that we

If q^n, then (x—y+m—p)/(q

o/ G are disjoint.

be two translates of D. Suppose
Then there exists x, yED such
= p—m-T-'K(q — n). If q = n, then
do not have distinct translates.

—n) =X; but (x—y+m —p)/(q —n)EF

and X(f 7", so we again get a contradiction.
Hence translates of D by
members of G are disjoint.
Step 6 (The Cantor /unction/).
Let xEI have the decimal expansion x= -aia2az, • • • , a, = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 9. Let n = n(x) be the first

index for which anE{f,
such n, i.e., if xED,

2, ■ • • , 8} and a„E{0,

9}. If there is no

write n(x) = oo. Define the function/by

1 / !£i a,-\

1
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The function / is continuous and monotonically nondecreasing with
points of increase only in the set D of Lebesgue measure zero.
Step 7 iConstruction of m). Let p be the finite measure induced by
the monotone
function / of Step 6. p is obviously nonatomic
and
singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure on I. Extend p by
setting piA) =0 for sets A outside /. Let G be the countable dense

subgroup of Step 5 and define m by
CO

m(A) = X

p(A+m + \n) =zZ vU + g),

m,n=—oo

AE 03.

q€.G

Clearly m is invariant under translation
by members of G. Further m
is nonatomic. Finally we observe that m is supported on DgEo(D+g),
the union of countable number of disjoint sets D+g, gEG, and that
m(D+g) =m(D) = 1. Hence m is cr-finite. This completes the construc-

tion of m.
Remark.
We have constructed
the measure m invariant
under
translation
by a dense subgroup with two generators. But this is not
a restriction.
With little manipulation
one can construct a tr-finite
nonatomic
singular measure invariant
under translation
by any
countable subgroup of the real line.
2. From now on we shall denote by G a fixed countable dense
subgroup of R. A measure m on 03 is called nonatomic singular Ginvariant
if
(i) m is nonatomic,
(ii) m is singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R,

(iii) m(A+g)=m(A)

for all A £03 and gEG,

(iv) There exists a Borel set D of finite m measure such that the
translates D+g, gEG, of D by members of G are pair wise disjoint

and UgtGiD+g) supports m.
A method of constructing such measures was given in §1.
Now fix a continuous singular C7-invariant measure m on R. Let
L2iR, m) be the linear space of functions square integrable with
respect to m. Let D be the set (the existence of which is guaranteed
by (iv)) such that the sets D+g —De are pair wise disjoint and
UBeGDg supports m. Then clearly L2iR, m) = zZaeo®L2(Dg, m)
where L2iDg, m) is the set of functions in Z2(i?, m) that vanish outside Dg. The orthogonal projection of /£L2(i?,
m) on L2iDg, m) is
given by flg, where Ig is the characteristic
function of Dg.
Now m is G-invariant so we get a group T", gEG, of unitary op-

erators defined on L2iR, m) by (7V)(X) =f(\+g)JEL2iR,

m), gEG.

Let us define a spectral measure £ on 03 by writing £(ct)/=/„/,
fEL2iR, m) where /„ is the characteristic
function of <r. It is easily
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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varified that E and T° are connected
by the relation T°E((r)T~a
= £(cr—g) for all gEG. But Ta is not the only commutative
group
of unitary operators which satisfies this equation with E. The general
commutative
group U°, which with E, satisfies UsE(a) U~" = E(a—g),

gEG, has the following form. U" is defined by

(U'f) (X)= A(g, \)f(\ + g),
where A (g, X) is an ra-measurable

gEG,fEL2(R,m),

function

of X for every fixed g such

that
(i) \A(g, X) | = 1,
(ii) A(g+h, X) —A(g, \)A (h, X+g) for almost all X with respect to
the m-measure.
The set of m-measure

zero where (ii) does not hold may vary with

the pair (g, h).
Functions satisfying the functional equation (ii) occur very crucially in the study of spectral measures £ on 03 for which there exists
a commutative
group U°, gEG, satisfying the equation UaE(<x)U~"

= £(<r+g), gEG, o-ECB(cf. §4).
The group

U" has a spectral

measure

associated

with it as follows.

(See [6, p. 392].)
Let B = d be the compact dual of Gd, the group G with the discrete
topology. Since U" is a commutative
group of unitary operators, by
Godement's
extension of Stone's theorem on the representation
of
unitary operators
[l] there exists a Hermitian
projection
valued
spectral
measure
F on the Borel subsets ST of B such that U°
= /bXo(X)^7"x in the sense that

(*)

(U'f, h) = f x8(X)(<W,h),
J B

f,hE L2(R,m).

Here Xo denotes the character
on B corresponding
to gEGd. For
/, hEL2(R, m), (F(-)f, h) defines a complex valued finite measure on
JFso that for aE'S the value of this measure is (F(<r)f, h).
We show that for every/and
h, (F(-)f, h) is absolutely continuous
with respect to the Haar measure on B.

Theorem
1. If fEL2(Dgfl, m) for some goEG, then the measure
(F(m)ft /) ** a constant multiple of the Haar measure on B. For any
f, hEL2(R, m), the measure (F(-)f, h) is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Haar measure on B.

Proof.

Let /EL2(Dg<>, m), then Ue/EL2(Dgo-g,

m). Hence, the

elements { U"/: gEG} are mutually orthogonal. Now by (*) (£/"/, /)
=/sX9(X)(<W,/)=0
if g^O. Hence (F(-)/,/)
is a constant multiple
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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of the Haar measure on B. The constant multiple is, of course, nonzero if and only if /=^0 in L2(-D80, vn). Now let /£Z2(Z>„0, m),
hEL2iDgi, m), then by the polarization formula it is easy to see that
(F(-)f, h) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure

on B. Finally choose any f,hEL2iR, m). Let f=zZeeG fa, h =
zZa&ahg, fg, hQEL2iDg, m). Then clearly

iFi-)f,h) =

£

iFi-)fg,hgl).

o.o'eQ

Since each (F(-)/s, hg) is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Haar measure on B, it follows that (F(-)/, h) has the same property,

q.e.d.
The next theorem shows that
alogue for a nonatomic singular

Theorem
L2iR, m).

Wiener closure theorem
G-invariant
measure.

2. There is wo/£Z,2(i?,

has no an-

m) such that { U'f • gEG}

spans

To prove this theorem we need a known result which we state here
without proof for the sake of completeness.

Lemmma 4. Let p be a finite positive regular measure on the Borel

subsets SFof B. Let h, /£Z,2(B, p). Then /BXe(A)M^)7(A)^M
= 0 for a^
gEGd if and only if h vanishes almost everywhere with respect to p on

the set where \f\ >0.
This lemma is an easy consequence
of the fact that a finite regular
Borel measure on a locally compact abelian group is uniquely determined by its Fourier-Stieltjes
transform
[7, p. 17].

Consider the measures on JF defined by fe\h(K)\2dp,
Then

the lemma

is equivalent

to the following

fc\f(K)\2dp.

fact:

f xMh(\)fW)dp
=0

J B

for all gEGd if and only if the measures/(.> | h(\) \ 2dpand/<.> |/(X) 12dp
are mutually singular.
Proof of Theorem

2. Suppose that there exists fEL2(R,

m) such

that {U'f-gEG} spans L2(R,m). By (*), W'f, f)=fXt(\)idFif, f)
= fXg(K)dp, where p is the measure
defined by pi<r) = iFia)f, /),
cr£3\ By Theorem 1, p is absolutely
continuous with respect to the
Haar measure on B. The mapping S: SU"f = Xg extends by linearity to
an invertible isometry from the space spanned by { U°f: gEG} to
L2iB, p). Now let Di, D2 be two disjoint measureable
subsets of D
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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such that D=Di\JD2 and m(Di), m(D2)>0. Let
characteristic functions of 7>i and D2. Write fr
clear that
(i) U"hi are all mutually orthogonal in L2(R,
(ii) U°h2 are all mutually orthogonal in L2(R,

673

h and h2 denote the
= Shi, f2 = Sh2. It is
m),
m),

(iii) U°hi±U°'h2 for all g, g'EG.
This is because the translates

of D by members

of G are disjoint.

Nowfor all gEG, (U°hi,ln) ^/Xg(\)\/i(\)\2dp = /BXg(K)(dFxhi,hi)= 0
if g^0. Similarly (U°h2, h2) =/x„(X) |/2(X) 12dp=fBXe(\)(dFJi2, h2)= 0.
Hence the measures (F(-)hi, hi) and (F(-)h2, h2) are nonzero constant multiples of the Haar measure on B. Hence the measures
/(.) |/i(X) 12dp and /(.> |/2(X) 12dp are nonzero constant multiples of the
Haar measure on B. But U'hi _LU<>'h2for all g, g' by (iii). Hence

(U°hi, h2) =fBXo/i/zdp = 0 for all g. Hence by Lemma 4 the measures
/(•)|/i(X)

\2dp and /(.)|/2(X)|

tradiction,

2dp are mutually

singular.

This is a con-

q.e.d.

3. In this section we show how the measures of the type discussed
in §2 are excluded in the problem of evanescent processes. First we
must explain this problem.
Let G and B be as in §2. Let/ be a nonzero positive function on B
summable
with respect to the Haar measure on B. Let L2(B, /)
= [\p: \\p\2/ is summable with respect to the Haar measure on B}.
Let 77, be the subspace of L2(B, /) spanned by {x»: g<t}, where Xs
denotes the character on B corresponding
to the real number gEG.
It is clear that HtQHt> whenever t<t'. It can be shown that either

77, = 77,<for all t, t' or 11,77,= {o} and Ht%Hv whenever t<t'. This
has been shown by Helson and Lowdenslager
in their paper [3]. The
problem of evanescent processes can be stated as follows: Assume

that 77, ^77,. for t<t', then is it always true that (n,>0i7,)O770^ {o} ?
A well-known result of Helson and Lowdenslager
[2] answers the
question in the affirmative under the assumption
that log / is summable with respect to the Haar measure on B. In what follows we
give further evidence in favor of the affirmative answer to the question.
The increasing subspaces 77, give rise to a spectral measure E on the
Borel subsets of R. For intervals (a, b], E is given by E(a, b] =orthog-

onal projection

on 77&077,. In L2(B,f)

there is a commutative

group

U' of unitary operators defined by U^—Xg^, 4>EE2(B, /), gEG.
Further

the following two identities

are easily verified

(A) Us(HbOHa) = Hb+gOHa+g where a, b (a<b)
numbers.

are any two real

(B) For any ^ EU(B, /), ||£(o, 6]^-^||2 = || U°E(a, b]*-Uty\\2.
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(A) and (B) together

imply that
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U" and E are connected

by the rela-

tion U°Eicr)U-g = Ei(T+g) for all cr£03 and gEG. Helson and Lowdenslager have shown that if E{x} 5^0 for some x, then the spectral
measure E is purely discrete and E has no continuous component.
Now it can be shown that E cannot have a component absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R, i.e., there does
not exist a nonzero \pEL2iB, f) such that (£(-)^,
^0 is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R. In what follows we show that E has no component absolutely continuous with
respect to a nonatomic singular G-invariant measure on R.

Theorem 3. Assume that E{x} =0 for all x. There does not exist a
Borel set D such that:
(i) the sets D+g,

gEG are mutually disjoint,

(ii) EiD)*0.
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a set D such that the sets
D+g, gEG, are mutually disjoint and -E(-D)?^0. Since E has no discrete spectrum, we can find two nonzero vectors $, \j/ in EiD) such
that <£ and yp are mutually
orthogonal.
Now U°§= C/"£(Z))$

= EiD+g)U°<f>EEiD+g) and similarly UtyEEiD+g).
sets D+g,

gEG,

are mutually

disjoint,

we see that

Since the

U"<$-L$, U"\[/ A-ip

for all g^O and £M>±U<ty for all g, g'. So
(i) (t>$, *)=/*x.(X) $(X) 2f(\)da = 0 for g^O.

(ii) UW, *) =fBx.W *(*) y(A)tfr= 0 for g^O.
(iii) (tM>, *) =/BXff(X)$(X)^(X)/(X)ci(r = 0 for all g.
(Here cfcris the normalized Haar measure on B.)
The first two equations
above say that |$|2/do- and |^|2/ticr are
nonzero constant multiples of the Haar measure on B and the third
equation says that $1// is equal to zero almost everywhere with respect to the Haar measure on B. This is impossible,
q.e.d.

4. Let £ be a spectral measure on the Borel subsets of R and let
G be a countable dense subgroup of R. We call a spectral measure
E G-stationary
if there exists a commutative
group U" of unitary
operators such that UaEi<r)U-° = Eio-+g) for all cr£(B and gEG. If
one tries to obtain the canonical representation
of G-stationary
spectral measures like the one there is for a pair of commutative
groups of unitary operators satisfying Weyl's commutativity
relation one at once faces the following question.
Let |iibea finite positive measure on 03. Call p G-quasi invariant if
M and pg are mutually absolutely continuous for all gEG. Here p„

is defined by p„iA) =piA+g), AES,, gEG.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Question

1. p is G-quasi invariant.
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Does there exist a c-definite

measure m on (B such that (i) m(<r-\-g) =m(a)
for all cr(E03, gEG,
(ii) m and p are mutually absolutely continuous?
Now suppose that p=pd-\-pa+p''
where pd is the atomic part of p,
/ua= part of p absolutely
continuous
with respect to the L, the
Lebesgue measure, and ps = nonatomic singular part of p. It is easy
to see that each component
pd, pa and p' is separately
G-quasi invariant.
Further pa and the Lebesgue measure are mutually absolutely continuous. Thus for p" the question raised above has a solution. One
can also show easily that the question raised above has a solution

for pd. Hence in the question raised above one can assume that p is
nonatomic singular measure.
We give a reformulation
of our question in terms of the functions
A(g, \) = (dpg/dp)(X). One verifies very easily that A(g, X) satisfy

the relation A(g+h,
Theorem

\)=A(g,

X)A(h, X+g) a.e. [p].

4. Question 1 has a solution if and only if there exists a

measurable function B such that A(g, X) = B(X+g)/B(X).
Proof.

Suppose

there exists an m as in Question

= (dp/dm) (X). Then

■(dm/dp)(X) = (dpg/dm)(X) -l/B(X).
under translation

1. Write

B(K)

clearly A (g, X)= (dpg/dp)(X)= (dp„/dm)(X)
Now by the invariance

by g it is easy to see that (dpg/dm) (X) =73(X+g);

of m
thus

A (g,X) = B(X+g)/B(X). Conversely suppose that A (g,X) = B(X+g)/B(X)
where B is measurable. Define m by m(a) = f„[B(\)]~ldp.
It is clear
that m and p are mutually absolutely continuous.
Next to see the Ginvariance

of m we note

m(o+ g)= f

that

[B(X)]->dp
= f [B(X+ g)]-1^„(X)

frR,x-L m-i**™
f [^ + g)]-'J(x + g)
=J.[B(X
+ g)] Tpm"= J,-m-**
= I [-B(X)]-1^ = m(o-),

q.e.d.

We conclude by making the following remarks.
Assume that p of Question 1 is singular. In order that Question 1
have an affirmative solution it is enough that there is a ^-measurable
set D such that D-\-g, gEG are disjoint and U„SG(7'+g) supports p.
However, there exist singular G-quasi invariant measures for which
no such D exists. We illustrate this by the following example. Let C
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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be the
[0, l].
Let P
be the
ternary
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Cantor ternary set and xp the Cantor function from C onto
xp is strictly increasing and continuous on C with range [0, l].
be the singular measure on the real line induced by xp. Let G
group of real members having finitely many terms in their
expansions. Let gi, g2, g3, ■ ■ • be a denumeration
of G. Write

M(yl)= zZn-i(l/2n)PiA+gn),

A £03. Clearly p is G-quasi invariant.

Call two members of C equivalent
if their difference belongs to G.
This equivalence
relation partitions
C. Choose a member from each
equivalence class and call the new set D. Translates D+g, gEG are
disjoint and U9e(?(-D+g) supports p. But D can never be chosen to be
/^-measurable, for the difference of two members of xp{D) has always
finite binary expansions,
so that xpiD) is nonmeasurable.
Hence
D=xp~x(xpiD)) is non-ju-measurable.
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